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Recurrent neural network architectures can have useful computational properties, with complex
temporal dynamics and input-sensitive attractor states. However, evaluation of recurrent dynamic
architectures requires solution of systems of differential equations, and the number of evaluations
required to determine their response to a given input can vary with the input, or can be indeterminate
altogether in the case of oscillations or instability. In feed-forward networks, by contrast, only a single
pass through the network is needed to determine the response to a given input. Modern machine-
learning systems are designed to operate efficiently on feed-forward architectures. We hypothesised
that two-layer feedforward architectures with simple, deterministic dynamics could approximate the
responses of single-layer recurrent network architectures. By identifying the fixed-point responses
of a given recurrent network, we trained two-layer networks to directly approximate the fixed-point
response to a given input. These feed-forward networks then embodied useful computations, including
competitive interactions, information transformations and noise rejection. Our approach was able
to find useful approximations to recurrent networks, which can then be evaluated in linear and
deterministic time complexity.
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INTRODUCTION
With very few exceptions, biological networks of neurons
are highly recurrent. For an extreme example, neurons in
the primary visual cortical areas in mammalian brain make
a majority of their synaptic connections between other neur-
ons in the local vicinity (Binzegger et al. 2004). Recurrent
networks can give rise to complex temporal dynamics and
potentially beneficial emergent computational properties.
For example, desired relationships between the activity of
several neurons can be embedded in recurrent excitatory
weights (Douglas et al. 1994, Hahnloser 2003, Rutishauser
and Douglas 2009); the dynamics of the network can then
selectively amplify the desired representations while re-
jecting noise or undesired interpretations of an input (Ben-
Yishai et al. 1995, Douglas and Martin 2007, Somers et al.
1995). Chaotic temporal dynamics present in reservoirs of
randomly connected neurons can be exploited to selectively
detect or generate robust temporal sequences (Laje and
Buonomano 2013, Maass et al. 2002, Sussillo and Abbott
2009).
However, simulating dynamic recurrent networks to make
use of their properties in artificial systems is inconvenient
for several reasons. Such simulations are non-deterministic
in terms of the time required to find an “answer” for a given
input. This is because the dynamics of recurrent networks,
especially stochastically-generated networks, may not be
guaranteed to be stable for every input, and may indeed not
be known in advance of a simulation. Even if stable fixed-
point responses exist for every finite input, the time taken to
reach these fixed points may differ depending on the input.
This issue is exacerbated by the poor fit between simula-
tions of recurrent networks and commodity computational
architectures (i.e. CPU / GPU).
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In contrast, recent successes in using feed-forward or un-
rolled “recurrent” architectures (Graves et al. 2013, Radford
et al. 2015) have occurred hand in hand with development
of computational systems optimised for evaluation of feed-
forward networks (Collobert et al. 2011, Jia et al. 2014,
Theano Development Team 2016). Modern approaches for
distributed evaluation of large networks (Abadi et al. 2016)
make feed-forward architectures very attractive for a range
of applied computational tasks.
Here we examine whether the known beneficial computa-
tional properties of highly recurrent network architectures
can be realised in feed-forward architectures. We take the
approach of probing recurrent networks to quantify a map-
ping between inputs and fixed-point responses. We then
train feed-forward networks to approximate this mapping,
and compare the information-processing abilities of the
recurrent networks with their feed-forward approximations.
RESULTS
Recurrent networks and feed-forward approximations
Fig. 1a shows an example of a simple 2-neuron single-layer
recurrent network. The dynamics of each rectified-linear
(or linear-threshold; or ReLU) neuron (xj , composed into a
vector of activity x) is governed by a nonlinear differential
equation
τ · Ûx+ x =WR · [x]++ i (1)
(see Methods), and evolves in response to the input i
provided to the neuron, as well as the activity of the rest of
the network x transformed by the recurrent synaptic weight
matrix WR. Here [x]+denotes the linear-threshold trans-
fer function [x]+ = max (x,0). Neglecting the potentially
complex temporal dynamics of network activity, for this
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Figure 1. Recurrent and feed-forward network architectures.
(a) Two-neuron recurrent architecture. Rectified-linear (ReLU)
neurons (x; circles) receive input (i), and possibly reach a stable
fixed point in activity (f; the values of network activity x at
the fixed point, if it exists) through recurrent interactions via
weights WR . (b) A 2×2 neuron feed-forward architecture. Input i
is transformed through two layers of ReLU neurons (x|1,x|2) via
all-to-all weight matrices WFF |1 and WFF |2. The activity x|2 of
layer 2 is the output of the network. See Methods for more detail.
work we define the “result” of such a network as the recti-
fied fixed-point response of the population activity of the
network [f ]+, if a stable fixed point exists.
In the following, we approximate the mapping between
network inputs i and network fixed points [f]+ using a
family of feed-forward network architectures (Fig. 1b).
For a recurrent network with N = 2 neurons, the corres-
ponding feed-forward approximation consisted of two lay-
ers, each consisting of N = 2 ReLU neurons. All-to-all
weight matrices WFF |1 and WFF |2 defined the connectivity
between the network input (i), the neurons of layer 1 (x|1),
and the neurons of layer 2 (x|2). We use the notation v |n
to refer to a variable v within layer n. In some implement-
ations of unrolled recurrent network architectures, weight
matrices across several layers, representing multiple points
in time, are tied together and trained as a group. We did
not take that approach with our feed-forward networks, and
permitted the weights for each layer to vary independently.
The activity of x|2 were taken as the output of the network.
In contrast to the recurrent network, neuron activations in
the feed-forward approximation were given by determin-
istic feed-forward evaluation, with no temporal dynamics
(Eq. 5; see Methods).
Small network architectures
We first investigated whether the dynamics of 2-neuron
recurrent networks can be approximated by training a two-
layer linear-threshold neuron (ReLU) network to directly
map network inputs to fixed-point responses of the recurrent
network. We obtained accurate feed-forward approxima-
tions for randomly chosen neuron recurrent networks that
exhibited stable non-trival fixed points. Here we show two
examples of networks with both non-oscillatory and oscil-
latory dynamics. Fig. 2 shows the result of approximating a
2-neuron recurrent network with positive real eigenvalues,
which lead to stable fixed points with an expansive mapping
of the input space.
We performed a random sampling of the input space by
drawing uniform random variates from the unit square
(−1,1)2. For each input, we analysed the eigenspectrum and
solved the dynamics of the recurrent network to determine
whether a stable fixed-point response existed for that input,
discarding inputs for which no stable fixed point existed.
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Figure 2. Feed-forward approximation to the fixed-point map-
ping of a 2 neuron recurrent network, with real positive eigen-
values. (a) Recurrent dynamics for the system WR =
[
.4 .2
.8 .5
]
.
Loci of recurrent network responses traced to fixed points (dots),
from a matrix of inputs I arranged uniformly over the unit square
(−1,1)2 (solid square). Each line traces the locus of x in response
to a single input im to the corresponding fixed point fm. The
origin is indicated by the black cross. (b) Rectified fixed-point
responses F 3 [fm]+ of the recurrent network (circles), overlaid
with the corresponding feed-forward network response (dots). Or-
ange lines connect poorly-mapped feed-forward responses to the
corresponding recurrent fixed point.
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Figure 3. Errors in the feed-forward approximation occur
mainly around the activation threshold. (a) Large differences
between the output of the feed-forward approximation (x|2) and
the rectified fixed-point of the recurrent network ([fm]+) occur
mostly when the activation of one recurrent unit is below threshold
(i.e. x1, x2 < 0; [fm]+ = 0). (b) Errors in generalization increase as
the input to the network moves further outside the trained region
(ι1, ι2 > 1), but remain small.
We therefore found a mapping between a set of inputs I and
the set of corresponding fixed-point responses F , which
was used as training data to find an optimal feed-forward
approximation to that mapping (see Methods). Fig. 2a
shows the activity dynamics of the recurrent network, from
a number of inputs to their corresponding fixed points.
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Figure 4. Feed-forward approximation to a 2 neuron
recurrent network with damped oscillatory dynamics
and complex eigenvalues. (a) Recurrent dynamics for the
system WR =
[
.70 .11
−.54 .98
]
. This network has complex ei-
genvalues, with damped oscillatory dynamics. (b) Recurrent
fixed-point responses (circles) compared with feed-forward
network responses (dots).
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Notations as in Fig. 2.
We used a stochastic gradient-descent optimisation al-
gorithm with momentum and adaptive learning rates
(Adam; Kingma and Ba 2015) to find a feed-
forward network that approximated the mapping I →
F by minimising the mean-square loss function c =
1/2MΣM
m=1
(
xm |2−[fm]+
)2 (see Methods). The Adam optim-
isation algorithm resulted in feed-forward approximations
with smaller errors than training using direct gradient des-
cent without momentum. Only fixed points in which all
elements fm > 0 were used for training. We found this ap-
proach to result in better approximations to recurrent fixed
points. Since many inputs map to zero fixed point responses
in the recurrent network (see Fig. 2a), the training process
tended to over-emphasise them, leading to a poor repres-
entation of non-zero fixed points. Training was performed
over randomly generated batches containing M = 50 input
to fixed-point mappings, and was halted when the batch
training error smoothed over 100 batches converged.
Fig. 2b shows the I → F mapping produced by the best
feed-forward network found after 16 500 training iterations.
Inputs that lead to a non-zero response from both neurons
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Figure 5. Competition in a two-partition network. (a) A recur-
rent dynamic network with two all-or-nothing excitatory partitions
(A and B), and a single global inhibitory neuron (Inh). The archi-
tecture of the feed-forward approximation network is as shown in
Fig. 1. (b) Stimulating the partitions with a linear mixture of input
currents (0,1) (grey shading) provokes strong competition in the
response of the partitions (note rapid switching between partition
A and B when inputs are roughly equal). The feed-forward approx-
imation (dashed lines) exhibits similar competitive switching to
the recurrent network (solid lines). Recurrent network parameters:
{N,wE,wI ,b} = {5,2.5,8,0}.
were mapped with high accuracy (overlapping dots and
circles).
Errors in the feed-forward approximation occurred mainly
around the activation threshold (Fig. 3a). The feed-forward
approximation also generalized well for inputs outside the
training regime (i.e. ι1, ι2 > 1; Fig. 3b). Generalization
errors increased slowly further from the trained input space,
but remained small. In this example, we were therefore
able to train an accurate feed-forward approximation to the
fixed-point dynamics of this simple recurrent network.
How does this approach fare, when applied to a recurrent
network with more complex dynamics? Fig. 4 shows the
result of approximating a 2-neuron recurrent network with
a complex eigenvalue pair with positive real part, which
leads to stable spiral fixed points. This recurrent network
exhibited damped oscillatory dynamics when driven by
constant inputs (Fig. 4a). Nevertheless, our approach of
approximating the mapping I →F was successful. Fig. 4b
shows a comparison between the recurrent and feed-forward
network mappings. As before, errors in the feed-forward
approximation were restricted to the area around the neuron
activation threshold. Our approach is therefore able to find
feed-forward approximations to recurrent networks with
complex temporal dynamics.
Competitive networks with partitioned excitatory structure
There is growing evidence for network architectures in
cortex that group excitatory neurons into soft-partitioned
subnetworks (Ko et al. 2011, Yoshimura et al. 2005). Con-
nections within these subnetworks are stronger and more
prevalent (Cossell et al. 2015). Subnetwork membership
may be defined by response similarity; neurons with cor-
related responses over long periods will therefore tend to
be connected (Cossell et al. 2015, Ko et al. 2011, Lee et al.
42016). These rules for connection probability and strength
can give rise to network architectures with complex dy-
namical and stability properties, including selective amp-
lification and competition between partitions (Muir and
Mrsic-Flogel 2015).
We investigated a simplified version of subnetwork parti-
tioning, with all-or-nothing recurrent excitatory connectiv-
ity (Fig. 5a; see example matrix in Methods). Networks
with this connectivity pattern exhibit strong recurrent re-
cruitment of excitatory neurons within a given partition,
coupled with strong competition between partitions medi-
ated by shared inhibitory feedback. As a consequence the
recurrent network can be viewed as solving a simple classi-
fication problem, whereby the network signals which is the
greater of the summed input to partition A (ι1+2 = ι1 + ι2)
or to partition B (ι3+4 = ι3 + ι4). In addition, the network
signals an analogue value linearly related to the difference
between the inputs. If ι1+2 > ι3+4 then the network should
respond by strong activation of x1,2 and complete inactiva-
tion of x3,4 (and vice versa for ι1+2 < ι3+4 ).
We first examined the strength of competition present
between excitatory partitions, by providing mixed input to
both partitions, comparing the recurrent network response
with the feed-forward approximation (Fig. 5b). Input was
provided equally to both excitatory neurons in a partition,
such that ι1 = ι2 and ι3 = ι4. For a given network evaluation,
a single mixture was chosen such that
∑ i was constant.
When input to partition A was weak, input to partition B
was strong, and vice versa. The recurrent network was per-
mitted to reach a stable fixed point for a given static input
mixture, and the feed-forward approximation was evaluated
with the same input pattern.
The recurrent network exhibited strong competition
between responses of the two excitatory partitions: only a
single partition was active for a given network input, even
when the input currents to the two partitions were almost
equal. The feed-forward approximation exhibited very sim-
ilar competition between responses of the two partitions
as the recurrent network, also exhibiting sharp switching
between the partition responses (Fig. 5b). In addition, the
feed-forward network learned a good approximation to the
analogue response of the recurrent network, as for the sim-
pler networks of Figs 2–4.
Although the feed-forward approximation was not trained
explicitly as a classifier, we examined the extent to which
the feed-forward approximation had learned the decision
boundary implemented by the recurrent network (Fig. 6).
Multi-layer feed-forward neural networks of course have a
long history of being used as classifiers (e.g. LeCun et al.
1989, Rumelhart et al. 1986). The purpose of the approach
presented here is to examine how well the feed-forward ap-
proximation has learned to mimic the boundaries between
basins of attraction embedded in the recurrent dynamic net-
work. This question is particularly interesting for larger and
more complex recurrent networks, for which the boundaries
between basins of attraction are not known a priori.
We examined the response of the feed-forward approx-
imation close to the ideal decision boundary (ι1+2 = ι3+4;
dashed line in Fig. 6). We found that the majority of inputs
were correctly classified by the feed-forward approximation,
but the decision boundary of the feed-forward approxim-
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Figure 6. Decision boundary is almost aligned between recur-
rent network and feed-forward approximation. Shown is the
projection of the input space i into two dimensions ι1+2 = ι1 + ι2
and ι3+4 = ι3 + ι4. The ideal decision boundary of ι1+2 = ι3+4
is indicated as a dashed horizontal line. The majority of inputs
sampled close to the decision boundary resulted in the activation
of the correct partition in both the recurrent network and feed-
forward approximation (grey dots). The decision boundary of the
feed-forward approximation was not perfectly aligned with that
of the recurrent network, resulting in misclassification of some
inputs close to the decision boundary (orange dots). Network
parameters as in Fig. 5.
ation was not perfectly aligned with the ideal, with the
result that a minority of inputs close to the boundary were
misclassified by the feed-forward approximation.
Line attractor networks
Neurons in primary visual cortex of primates and carni-
vores have individual preferences for the orientation of
a line segment in visual space (Hubel and Wiesel 1962,
1968); neurons that prefer similar orientations are grouped
together, and this preference changes smoothly across the
surface of cortex (Blasdel 1992, Bonhoeffer and Grinvald
1991). Experimental work suggests that the sharp tuning of
visual neurons for their preferred orientation arises through
recurrent processing within the cortical network (Tsumoto
et al. 1979), rather than being defined by structured inputs
to each neuron from outside the local network (Hubel and
Wiesel 1962). The recurrent processing hypothesis is also
consistent with the fact that the majority of input synapses
to each neuron arise from other nearby neurons, and not
from visual input pathways (Ahmed et al. 1994, Binzegger
et al. 2004, Peters and Payne 1993).
Several recurrent network models of mammalian cortex
make use of the fact that the function of neurons changes
smoothly across the surface of many cortical areas (Ben-
Yishai et al. 1995, Douglas et al. 1994, Somers et al. 1995).
The tight relationship between physical and functional
space (i.e. the preferred orientation θ of a neuron) suggests
that local neuronal connections should be made predom-
inately between neurons with similar θ, falling off with
distance. In these recurrent models excitatory neurons are
consequently arranged in a ring (therefore “ring models”;
Fig. 7a), with smoothly-varying θ and with excitatory con-
nection strength falling off with decreasing similarity in θ.
Inhibitory neurons are broadly tuned or untuned for pre-
ferred orientation in these models, and therefore make and
receive connections with all excitatory neurons.
These ring models perform powerful and useful information
processing tasks, which are supported by mechanisms of se-
lective amplification through recurrent excitation, coupled
with competitive interactions mediated by global inhibit-
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Figure 7. Feed-forward approximation recovers the weight
structure of a recurrent ring model for orientation preference.
(a) A schematic of a ring model for orientation preference. Ex-
citatory neurons (outer ring) are arranged in order of preferred
orientation (θ). Recurrent excitatory connections upper arrows
are modulated by similarity in θ (see Methods). Inhibitory con-
nections (from central neuron; Inh) are made with all excitatory
neurons. The architecture of the corresponding feed-forward
approximation network is as shown in Fig. 1. Recurrent excit-
atory connections are shown for a single neuron, but are made
identically from all excitatory neurons. (b) Recurrent weights
WR implementing the ring model in a dynamic recurrent network.
Inhibitory weights were weakened by a factor of 10 for visual-
isation. (c) Weights learned in a feed-forward approximation to
the dynamics of a recurrent ring model. Note the neighbourhood
pattern learned by the feed-forward network, similar to that of
the recurrent network. Recurent weights WR and second-layer
weights WFF |2 were scaled for visualisation purposes. Recurrent
network parameters: {N,we,wi,b} = {40,2,5,0}.
ory feedback (also known as winner-take all interactions;
Douglas and Martin 2007). Single neurons exhibit con-
sistent, sharp tuning for their preferred orientation θ, in
spite of poorly-tuned input. Ring networks are also able to
reject significant noise in the input, to provide a clean inter-
pretation of a noisy signal. Recurrent dynamics within the
network establish a line attractor, whereby a set of stable
response patterns that are translated versions of a common
activity pattern are permitted by the network.
We investigated whether a feed-forward approximation to
a simple ring model for orientation preference could cap-
ture useful information-processing features of the recurrent
network. We trained a two-layer 40+ 40 neuron network
to approximate the fixed-point recurrent dynamics of a 40-
neuron recurrent ring model network (see Methods). We
generated the training mapping I → F by generating uni-
form random inputs im ∼U (.5,1) and solving the dynamics
of the recurrent network to identify the corresponding fixed
points fm (see Methods). We discarded inputs for which no
corresponding fixed point could be found.
Fig. 7b shows the weight matrices for the two-layer network
best approximating the recurrent dynamics, after 64 000
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Figure 8. Sharpening of broadly-tuned input. Shown are polar
plots of preferred orientation θ versus network response amp-
litude, for a given input (black dashed), for both the recurrent
model (blue) and the feed-forward approximation (orange). Rows
correspond to four examples each of input under increasing tuning
sharpness κ (indicated at left), and randomly-chosen Θ (black
line in each example). Noise std. dev. ζ = 0 for these examples;
common-mode input γ = 0.5. All plots have identical scaling.
Note the similarity between recurrent fixed point responses and
the feed-forward approximation, and the consistency in response
tuning over a range of broadly-tuned inputs patterns. Network
parameters as in Fig. 7.
training iterations. Note that the neighbourhood relation-
ships between similarly-tuned neurons is reflected in the
learned feed-forward weight structure, which has been ac-
quired solely by mimicking the fixed-point dynamics of the
recurrent network (c.f. Fig. 7c). The locality of mapping
between adjacent neuron indices was encouraged by ini-
tialising the feed-forward weights WFF |1 and WFF |2 to the
identity matrix I at the beginning of training (see Methods).
The ring model was designed to demonstrate how recurrent
processing can lead to sharpening of broadly-tuned inputs.
To investigate whether our feed-forward approximation ex-
hibits similar functionality, we stimulated recurrent and
feed-forward networks with broadly-tuned inputs (Fig. 8).
Indeed, the responses of the feed-forward approximation
were sharpened versions of the input, and had similar tun-
ing sharpness as the recurrent network. Interestingly, the
sharpness of response tuning of the feed-forward network
did not change appreciably across a wide range of input
tuning sharpnesses. The feed-forward approximation was
therefore able to capture the main information-processing
feature of the recurrent ring model.
Noise rejection in the recurrent ring model is mediated
by recurrent shaped excitatory amplification of responses,
coupled with global inhibitory feedback. We investigated
whether the feed-forward approximation was able to per-
form equivalent noise rejection, in the absence of recur-
rent excitatory amplification. We stimulated the network
with tuned inputs, with increasing amounts of Normally-
distributed noise with std. dev. ζ (Figs 9 and 10; see Meth-
ods).
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Figure 9. Feed-forward approximations can mimic the noise
rejection properties of the recurrent ring model. Rows corres-
pond to four examples each of input under increasing noise std.
dev. ζ (indicated at left), and randomly-chosen Θ. Tuning sharp-
ness κ = 4; common-mode input γ = 0.5. Network parameters
and notations as in Figs 7 and 8.
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Figure 10. Noise rejection by the feed-forward approxima-
tion is robust over a range of noise amplitudes. (a) The error
between the recurrent model angle of peak response θR and the
feed-forward approximation angle of peak response θFF (black)
was consistently small over all noise amplitudes ζ . For increasing
noise amplitudes, the ability of the recurrent model to correctly
identify the orientation of the input θι degraded (blue). (b) The
accuracy of the feed-forward approximation with respect to the
recurrent model degraded gradually with increasing noise amp-
litude ζ . Tuning sharpness κ = 4; common-mode input γ = 0.5.
Network parameters as in Fig 7.
We quantified the error in network responses in several
ways. Firstly, the purpose of noise rejection in the recurrent
model is to identify the orientation Θ of the underlying
stimulus. We defined the angle of peak response θR as the
preferred orientation θ of the neuron with peak response,
i.e. θ j : j = argmax xj , and defined θFF analogously for
the feed-forward approximation. We then quantified the
error in stimulus interpretation between the recurrent and
feed-forward networks θR − θFF (Fig. 10a, black). This
error was consistently clustered around zero, highlighting
the closeness of the feed-forward approximation to the
behaviour of the recurrent model (see also examples in
Fig. 9). As expected, the ability of both models to cor-
rectly identify the underlying stimulus orientation Θ de-
graded with increasing noise amplitude ζ (increasing er-
rors Θ− θR, Fig. 10a, blue). The mean error between the
response of the recurrent network and the feed-forward ap-
proximation mean
(
abs
{
x|2−[fm]+
})
also increased with
increasing noise amplitude ζ (Figs 9 and 10b).
The recurrent ring models perform common-mode input
rejection, whereby the response of the recurrent dynamic
network is unchanged by adding a common-mode offset to
an input. This occurs through dynamic thresholding of the
network response, provided by global inhibitory feedback.
Our feed-forward approximations were trained with a fixed
common-mode input γ (see Methods). We examined the
ability of the feed-forward approximations to generalise
their responses given arbitrarily-scaled common mode input
(Fig. 12). For feed-forward approximations trained with γ =
0.5, we found that absolute approximation errors remained
low for γ ≤ 2.0 (i.e. error amplitudes < 1.0). For larger γ,
errors scaled linearly with the response of the feed-forward
network, indicating that the approximation breaks down.
This result suggests that matching of the input space to
the training space is required for accurate approximation,
either through appropriate selection of training inputs I or
through input normalisation.
DISCUSSION
We investigated whether feed-forward neural networks
could approximate the fixed-point responses of dynamic
recurrent networks. We trained two-layer feed-forward ar-
chitectures to replicate the input-to-fixed-point mapping of
a dynamic recurrent networks. We found that for small arbit-
rary networks, larger networks with partitioned excitatory
and inhibitory neurons, and multiple partitioned excitat-
ory populations, as well as even larger networks embedding
line attractors, two-layer feed-forward approximations were
able to successfully reproduce the fixed-point responses of
dynamic recurrent networks.
Feed-forward approximations reproduced the fixed-point
responses for two-neuron dynamic recurrent networks, for
recurrent networks with both simple and complex temporal
dynamics (Figs 2 and 4). In the case of a dynamic recurrent
network exhibiting competitive interactions between excit-
atory partitions, the feed-forward approximation accurately
replicated competition between partitions (Fig. 5). Our
approach was able to find a good approximation to a line
attractor network with highly nonlinear dynamics — a soft
winner-take-all “ring” model for preferred orientation. This
was impressive considering that the training inputs provided
to the network were uniformly randomly distributed, and
did not take into account the line attractor computation
performed by the recurrent network. The feed-forward ap-
proximation reproduced nonlinear input transformations
and noise rejection, both of which are considered to be
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Figure 11. Common-mode input rejection fails for large
common-mode amplitudes. Shown are examples of the recur-
rent network (blue) and the feed-forward approximation responses
(orange) when driven with inputs with varying common-mode
input amplitudes γ (black dashed). The feed-forward approx-
imation was trained with γ = 0.5. While the recurrent dynamic
network rejected common mode inputs over all amplitudes, the
feed-forward approximation ceased to perform well for γ > 2. For
large γ, common-mode noise was not rejected by the feed-forward
approximation (see Fig. 12).
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Figure 12. The feed-forward approximation cannot reject
common-mode input of arbitrary amplitude. Shown is the
error between the feed-forward approximation response x|2 and
the recurrent dynamic network response [fm]+ to a given input,
as a function of the scale of the feed-forward response x|2, for a
range of common mode input amplitudes γ. The feed-forward
approximation was trained with γ = 0.5. Errors for γ < 2 were
clustered close to zero. Network parameters as in Fig. 7.
particularly useful features of recurrent computation in the
model (Figs 8–12).
We found that the accuracy of the approximations degraded
close to the activation thresholds of the feed-forward net-
work (Fig. 3a). This may be due to the hard loss of gradient
information below the activation threshold, in which case
using units with a soft nonlinearity might alleviate this
issue. However, the feed-forward approximations to the
two-neuron recurrent networks generalized well for inputs
outside the trained input space (Fig. 3b), with errors increas-
ing slowly but remaining low for inputs well outside the
training regime.
The feed-forward approximation to the recurrent ring model
generalized well for inputs up to a factor of 4 outside the
training regime (Fig. 12). However, the approximation
broke down for inputs with larger amplitudes, in spite of
the linear transfer functions present in each neuron. Never-
theless, this restriction simply entails the use of normalised
input spaces to ensure accuracy of the approximation.
Our feed-forward approximations implicitly assume that
only the fixed-point response to an input is important, and
the temporal evolution of activity to reach that fixed point is
ignored. Some modes of operation of dynamical recurrent
networks explicitly make use of chaotic dynamics to detect
and generate temporal activity sequences (Laje and Buono-
mano 2013, Maass et al. 2002, Sussillo and Abbott 2009).
Computations that require access to activity trajectories will
of course not be possible under the framework we proposed
here. An approach might be possible where a network was
trained with step-wise approximations to the dynamics of a
recurrent network, but the purpose of our approximations
was to obviate the use of iterative solutions. Since our
feed-forward networks have no temporal dynamics, they
also cannot capture complex dynamical behaviours such
as damped oscillatory or limit cycle dynamics (Landsman
et al. 2012).
The response of the feed-forward approximations to a given
input does not depend on previous network activity, in the
formulation presented here. Responses to temporal input
sequences will therefore only be accurate if the time con-
stant of input changes is much slower than the time constant
of the dynamics of the original recurrent network, and if
complex basins of attraction are not present. Related to
this point, unrolled recurrent architectures such as LSTM
networks have been employed to process discrete temporal
input sequences (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997, Li-
wicki et al. 2007). Our feed-forward approximations could
be operated in a similar mode by augmenting the current
input i (t) with the previous fixed-point activity x|2 (t −1).
Feed-forward approximations to dynamic recurrent systems
are a powerful tool for capturing the information processing
benefits of highly recurrent networks in conceptually and
computationally simpler architectures. Information pro-
cessing tasks such as selective amplification and noise re-
jection performed by recurrent dynamical networks can
therefore be incorporated into feed-forward network archi-
tectures. Evaluation of the feed-forward approximations is
deterministic in time, in contrast to seeking a fixed-point
response in the dynamic recurrent network, where the time
taken to reach a fixed-point response — and indeed the ex-
istence of a stable fixed point — can depend on the input
to the network. Feed-forward approximations provide a
guaranteed solution for each network input, although in the
case of oscillatory or unstable dynamics in the recurrent
network the approximation will be inaccurate. Finally, the
architecture of the feed-forward approximations is com-
patible with modern systems for optimised and distributed
evaluation of deep networks.
8METHODS
Dynamic recurrent networks
We examined dynamic networks of fully recurrently con-
nected linear-threshold (rectified-linear; ReLU) neurons.
ReLU neurons approximate the firing-rate dynamics of
cortical neurons (Ermentrout 1998); can be mapped bidirec-
tionally to spiking neuron models (Neftci et al. 2013, 2011,
Shriki et al. 2003); and have been applied successfully in
large-scale machine learning problems (Glorot et al. 2011).
The activity of neurons in the network evolved under the
dynamics
τ · Ûx+x =WR · [x−b]++ i, (2)
where x =
{
x1, x2, . . ., xj, . . . xN
}T is the vector of activa-
tions of each neuron j; N is the number of neurons in the
network; W ∈ RN×N is a weight matrix defining recurrent
connections within the network; b ∈ RN×1 is the vector of
neuron biases; i ∈ RN×1 is the vector of constant inputs
to each neuron in the network; τ is the time constant of
the neurons; and [x]+is the linear-threshold transfer func-
tion [x]+ = max (x,0). Without loss of generality, in this
work we took b = 0 and τ = 1 for the dynamic recurrent
networks.
Recurrent network fixed points Fixed points in response
to a given input i were defined as those non-trivial values
for x such that τ · Ûx = 0. We solved the system of differen-
tial equations Eq.2 using a Runge-Kutta (4,5) solver. With
constant input provided from t = 0, and with xt=0 = i, if no
fixed-point solution was found between t = (0,161) then the
corresponding input was abandoned. We also abandoned
the search if the current active partition (i.e. the set of neur-
ons with activity > 0 and their associated weights) had an
eigenvalue λ+ with largest real part > 1, and the correspond-
ing eigenvector v+ had all positive elements (Hahnloser
1998), indicating unstable network activity for which no
stable fixed-point would be reached. For a given input im,
we denote the corresponding fixed point of recurrent dy-
namics as fm. Feed-forward approximations were trained
to match the rectified activity of each neuron [fm]+.
Recurrent network architectures
Random networks We generated a number of random
network architectures by choosing WR where weights wji
are uniformly distributed with wji ∼ U (−2,2), and b = 0.
We discarded any systems for which no stable fixed points
could be found. Two examples for N = 2 are shown in
Figs 2–4.
Networks with modular partition structure We examined
networks such that columns of W were either excitatory or
inhibitory, following architectures designed to be similar
to mammalian cortical neuronal networks (Dwivedi and
Jalan 2013, Rajan and Abbott 2006, Wei 2012). We defined
these networks to have modular, or planted partition sub-
network structure in the excitatory population (Muir and
Mrsic-Flogel 2015), inspired by connectivity patterns in
mammalian cortical networks (Cossell et al. 2015, Ko et al.
2011, Yoshimura et al. 2005). An example weight matrix is
given by
WR =

wE wE −wI
wE wE −wI
wE wE −wI
wE wE −wI
wE wE wE wE −wI

, (3)
where {wE,wI } = {2,4}, and unlabelled entries of WR are
zero. Networks with this structure can exhibit cooperation
between neurons within a single partition, and competition
between neurons in differing partitions.
Networks with embedded line attractors In this paper we
implemented a version of the classical model for orientation
tuning (Ben-Yishai et al. 1995, Douglas et al. 1994, Somers
et al. 1995), where recurrent amplification and competition
operates on weakly-tuned inputs to produce sharply-tuned
network responses. A schematic network with the architec-
ture described below is shown in Fig. 7a. Excitatory neur-
ons were arranged around a ring, numbered j = (1,N −1).
Each neuron was assigned a preferred orientation θ in
order around the ring, with θ j = (−pi, pi). Recurrent ex-
citatory connection strength was modulated by similar-
ity of preferred orientation. The symmetric connections
between neurons i and j, for i, j = (1,N −1), were given
by wji =max (0,cos [θ1− θ2]) . Excitatory recurrent weights
were normalised such that ΣN−1
i=1 wji = wE . Excitatory to in-
hibitory weights are given by wN j = 1, j = (1,N −1). Inhib-
itory weights were given by wjN = −wI/N , with j = (1,N).
Input was provided to neurons around the ring using a
von Mises-like function, given by
ιj =max
{
0,exp
[
κ cos
(
θ j −Θ
) ]
+γ+ zj
}
, (4)
where j = (0,N −1); Θ is the nominal orientation represen-
ted by a given input pattern; κ is a distribution parameter
that determines the sharpness of the input, where κ = 0
corresponds to a uniform input and large κ corresponds to
a sharply-tuned input; γ is a common-mode input term
(γ = 0.5 for training); and zj are Normally-distributed
frozen noise variates with std. dev. ζ , such that zj ∼N (0, ζ).
Input to the inhibitory neuron j = N was zero, i.e. ιN = 0.
Feed-forward network architecture
We trained two-layer feed-forward linear-threshold (ReLU)
networks. The response of the network was given by
x|1 = [WFF |1 · i−bFF |1]+ (5)
x|2 = [WFF |2 ·x|1−bFF |2]+ . (6)
The notation v |n indicates a variable v within layer n of a
feedforward network. Feed-forward networks were trained
to approximate the fixed-point responses of a given recur-
rent architecture. A set of random inputs I 3 im was gen-
erated, and a mapping found to the set of corresponding
fixed-point responses F 3 [fm]+, with fixed points found as
described above. Inputs for which a corresponding fixed-
point could not be found were discarded.
9The network feed-forward weights
{
WFF |1,WFF |2
}
and
neuron biases
{
bFF |1,bFF |2
}
were trained using the
Adam optimiser — a stochastic gradient descent al-
gorithm incorporating adaptive learning rates and mo-
mentum on individual model parameters (Kingma and
Ba 2015), with meta-parameters set as {α, β1, β2, } ={
10−3,0.9,0.999,1.5×10−8}. The network was optim-
ised to minimise the mean-square loss function c =
1/2M∑Mm=1 (xm |2−[fm]+)2. Analytical parameter gradients
were calculated using backpropagation of errors; zero gradi-
ents were replaced with small Normally-distributed random
values N (0,10−5) . Initial values for training were set to
the identity matrix plus small-magnitude uniform random
variates, such that
{
WFF |1,WFF |2
}
= Id (N)+U (0,10−2);
biases were initialised to
{
bFF |1,bFF |2
}
= 0.01.
The Matlab implementation of the Adam op-
timiser used in this work is available from
https://github.com/DylanMuir/fmin_adam.
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